
 

Designer: James Kniffen & Christian T. Petersen 

Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games 

Players: 2 

Play Time: Approximately 45 minutes+ (the game runs for 6 turns) 
Cost: RRP is around £80 (ouch!), however £60-£70 is a realistic figure achievable at many retailers and online 

 

In a galaxy far, far away………the younger brother to Fantasy Flight Games’ Star Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game and 

Star Wars Imperial Assault, Star Wars: Armada was unleashed into the market place in March 2015 by FFG.  It is based 

in the same Star Wars universe that FFG seem to have cornered.  Rather than being played on a fighter type scale like 

X-Wing or on an individual scale like Imperial Assault, Armada lets fleets of massive Imperial Star Destroyers battle 

against Rebel Corvettes and Frigates. Banks of turbo-lasers unleash devastating volleys of fire against each other as 

Capitol sized ships vie for supremacy and squadrons of X-wing and TIE Fighters dog fight between them acting as 

screens and shields against engagement. Famous names from the Star Wars universe can be added to your fleets 

bringing unique and powerful abilities to bring about the downfall of your enemies.  Support crews race to repair 

damage and fix failing shields and ship upgrades deployed to improve weapons or increase Fighter Bays.  

In Star Wars: Armada, you assume the role of fleet admiral, serving with either the Imperial Navy or Rebel Alliance. 

You assemble your fleet using a pre-agreed points limit (300pts is suggested) and engage the enemy. As your ships 

advance on each other and exchange volleys of turbo-laser fire, it’s your job to issue the tactical commands that will 

decide the course of battle. 



Upon opening the box the first thing you notice is the overall quality of the components themselves.  Yet again FFG 

have not failed to impress here.  Continuing the kind of quality that Fantasy Flight established a few years ago with X-

Wing, Armada's miniatures, cards, and tokens are all of the highest quality.   A glossy looking rulebook full of simple 

graphics and images from the Star Wars films is included covering everything you need to get the game going.   

 

Star Wars: Armada Core box contents. 

After assembling miniatures and opening cards etc it wasn’t long before I was able to throw some ships down onto my 

space mat and get a game underway.  It was slow going to begin with but once the complicated mechanics of the 

game were understood I thoroughly enjoyed the entire experience. 

Ships 

The pre-painted Capitol ship miniatures are beautifully detailed given the size of them and look wonderful on the 

table.  The ship miniatures are certainly amongst the highest quality pre-painted minis on the market right now. 

Accompanying the Capitol ships are smaller stands of fighters forming squadrons. Each little stands of three fighters 

that make up a squadron are unpainted monotone plastic, but they'd take paint if you really wanted them to be 

coloured and many have repainted them.  The monotone colouring is nothing that a simple wash of ink won’t solve 

very quickly. 

 

Imperial Ships for Armada (Pictures courtesy of FFG) 



Maneuver Tool 

Another component included is the innovative, Maneuver tool.  Where X-Wing used maneuver templates Armada uses 

this ruler to control the speed and yaw of each ship.  It is one of the game’s most important features setting it apart 

and improving upon the experiences of X-Wing.  It was needed too.  The maneuver templates work for a game with 

the scale of X-Wing where smaller fighters weave and dogfight but in a huge epic scaled Capitol ship based game it 

adds a unique feel to the way your capital ships must accommodate for inertia as they maneuver through the stars.  .  

To me this makes far more sense than X-Wing where a ship can change from moving quite slowly one turn to very 

quickly the next without incurring any negative effects.   

It is made up of a number of segments linked with hinges, which is used to plot the ship's course.  More nimble ships 

are allowed to turn the ship further at each hinge. 

 

The Maneuver Tool in action, controlling speed and yaw. 

Command Stack 

Each of your pre-painted capital ships has a command value, which determines how many commands it will have in its 

stack at any given point in time. During setup, you secretly build your initial command stack, selecting from any of four 

different commands, each of which provides a different advantage. Once you have locked your selections, you place 

the commands in your stack in the order of your choice. Then, during each round of game play, you secretly select and 

assign a new command to your ship, placing it at the bottom of your command stack, before you reveal the command 

at the top of your stack and gain its benefits. 

 

Command Stacks for a Victory Class Star destroyer. 

 



First Thoughts 

Obvious comparisons will be drawn with X-Wing, Armada’s older brother.  Both games, feature beautifully detailed 

pre-painted miniatures. In Armada’s case, the Starter Set grants players a single, Victory-class Star Destroyer which, as 

one of the smaller Star Destroyers, is still an imposing mini. Rebels can avail themselves of a Nebulon-B frigate, the 

ship Luke had his hand replaced on, and a CR-90 Corvette, Princess Leia’s ship from A New Hope. FFG however have 

already bucked the trend to keep things in scale, much in the same way that Wizkids Star Trek Attack Wing, a similar 

Capitol ship scaled game, did.  This issue with scale dogged STAW and inevitably the uber-fans and particularly nit-

picky will lament this, while the rest of us won’t care as long as we get a Super Star Destroyer at some point.  We 

won’t care that the smallest Star Destroyers are not nearly 5m long at the 1:300 scale.  We can look beyond the scale 

issues as long as it works thematically and mechanically. 

Both games also feature maneuver template based movement, dials to control ships, dice rolling for combat resolution 

and dice modification.  In both games players assign their ships with crew, weapons and upgrades. Both games involve 

paying attention to the synergies between those setups and utilising the specific interactions between them.  Ships 

and squadrons use tokens to define actions and orders each turn. 

Whilst these may seem similar at first glance Armada seems far more detailed and richer in every aspect while feeling, 

somehow, easier to play and pickup.  As I said above, it took me a little around 10-15 minutes to get to grips with the 

game. 

Both games, and only time will tell with Armada, seem easy to adopt yet difficult to master.   

Games always start with construction of fleets, ships are purchased and Fleet Commanders assigned, whilst crew and 

upgrades are added to bring powerful abilities. The starting suggested points value per game is 300 points per side, 

although oddly the Core Set simply does not have enough components for either side to muster this sort of fleet value.  

At best with a starter box you can probably muster somewhere in the region of 200pts or so for a fairly robust and 

competent build.  With this in mind I’ve personally decided to invest in two starter sets.  Unlike X-Wing, where 

swarms of nameless pilots can be run for maximum efficiency in points, Armada enforces a degree of individuality and 

flavour.  Players must choose a leader and a ship for them to raise their flag on. These leaders typically eat up about 

25-35pts from your points budget which seems a steep investment but as hardened and well drilled fleet commanders 

they also grant fleet-wide bonuses.  I like this, as it retains an element of X-Wing’s named pilots who make similarly 

attractive targets to the enemy. 

At the game’s start, a battle plan is devised. Each ship has a command value and thus stacks that many command dials 

(I will cover these later) beside its ship card. At this juncture, all of the dials are set to a command and stacked, with 

the top dial being the ship’s command for the first round and subsequent dials reaching the top of the pile in future 

rounds as, at the start of each future round, a new command is chosen and placed at the bottom of the stack. 

Thematically, this represents the speed with which the crew can react to the unfolding situation. Unsurprisingly, for 

bigger ships, command values can be large (3 in this case) and thus at the game’s start the benefits of a huge, 

powerfully destructive ship is counterbalanced by having to set out orders three turns in advance. Smaller corvettes 

and frigates, with far fewer crew to manage, may have as few as one command dial, able to react instantly to the 

battle at all times.  This brings the element of planning to the game and makes it feel far more strategic than X-wing. 

Turns are comparably simple to Armada's older sibling X-Wing. Each round of the game is divided into distinct phases, 

and each phase has a very straight forward order of operations - it's the kind of very understandable base you want in 

a good skirmish or war game. First, you give your ships hidden commands, often forecasting those commands to meet 

your needs in a future round. Second, you reveal previous commands on a ship, fire with two arcs of its weapons, and 

then move it according to its current speed. Then your opponent does the same, then you continue to trade until 

every ship on the board has acted. Third, you activate each squadron of small ships, which can either move up to its 

speed or attack. Finally, you do a bit of clean-up, recover your ships' limited-use resources, and start the next round. 



When setting command dials Armada provides four commands from which to choose.  In the event of the game 

changing as your plan unfolds you do have a somewhat limited ability to convert commands into tokens for later usage 

with a limited impact compared to the original command.  The four basic commands are:- Navigate,  Repair, Squadron 

and Concentrate Fire. 

 

Navigate actions allow an alteration of both the ship’s speed from the starting default of 2 up to as much as 4 

(dependant on ship) or down to as little as a complete standstill and fine tuning of its course, or yaw.  As a token, 

Navigate instead allows players to alter just the ship’s speed.  Speed becomes very important as it determines how 

fast your ship must move.  Once set your ship must move that distance so very quickly a ship can find itself charging in 

a direction away from battle due to poor choice of speed and commands. 

 

Each ship has a Engineering team, a crew dedicated to the maintenance of its shields and hull etc.  This is represented 

in game by the Repair command.  Repair calls upon your ship’s Engineering team and, obviously, the larger the better. 

If you ship has a single point in Engineering that single Engineering point allows a shield to be reassigned from one 

segment of the ship (fore, aft, port or starboard) to another, allowing the ship to load its shields against a certain 

attack such a broadside from an advancing ship.  The game represents this by miniature dials built into the actual 

bases of the ships. Two points instead allow regeneration of a full point of shielding while 3 allow any damage card to 

be completely discarded, and of course, any ship generating in excess of these  values can split the points however 

they see fit. Converting into a token, meanwhile, readies the engineering team for a later round, but offering only half 

the usual points (rounded up). 

The Squadron command, allows a number of squadrons activate immediately within the Ship phase.  They normally act 

within their own phase immediately after the larger ships.  It also confers the ability to both move and attack, with 

squadrons normally able to do only one if acting under their own initiative in the Squadron phase. Squadron tokens 

grant just a single squadron the ability to move and fire in a later round. 

 

Concentrate Fire is the last command.  When forming a dice pool for an attack, an additional die of one of the colours 

(red, blue and black) already present in that attack can be added.  Each ship in Armada has three colours of dice to 

choose from when attacking and three ranges over which to use them. Red dice can be fired at all three ranges, close, 

medium and long, and are the biggest and most devastating guns. However these devastating two-hit results are 

tempered with plenty of blanks, especially at longer range, to represent the inherent inaccuracy of the weapons. At 

medium ranges, blue dice can be added to the pool alongside the red if the ship has the appropriate weapons. These 

weapons are nicely balanced and more reliable, with no blank results, offering hits, critical hits and special accuracy 

results which can help negate enemy defence and special abilities. The Black dice which can only be used at closer 

ranges can equally trigger special critical effects of their own, and mix the power of longer range dice with the 

reliability of medium range dice, with a few blanks thrown in so they aren’t too powerful. Whilst in token form, 

Concentrate Fire allows the reroll of a less favourable result in a future round. 

 

What commands to choose when, is a critical part of the first part of an Armada turn and it adds an innovative and 

strategic new dimension to the format and really does make you feel like a tactician or admiral issuing orders to his 

fleet.  

 



Hots 

+ Fantastically detailed miniatures;  

+ The logical successor to X-Wing; 

+ Succeeds in being richer than X-Wing, and yet easier to pick up and play; 

+ The game that Star Wars fans have been crying out for; 

+ Maneuver tool is a unique and innovative development; 

+ Scale, even purists will agree that having access to a wide variety of ships will improve the game and give it longevity; 

+ Dice have sensible notation – a pleasant deviation from the usually confusing dice included in other FFG games; 

+ Command system forces players to think strategically which is a must for games of this scale. 

+ Realistic representation of inertia; 

+ Future waves already defined and eagerly anticipated. 

Nots 

– Accessibility -  I think the casual gamer will be put off this game.  You will either need to be a big fan of Star Wars or 

FFG games in general; 

– Potentially the most expensive of the FFG Star Wars games – the core box is around £80 RRP, Capitol ships around 

the £30 mark, Frigates and Corvettes about £15-25 and squadrons of fighters around £15. Large ship prices are 

currently TBC but you can expect them in excess of £50; 

– Lean Core Box Contents - Simply not enough in this Core Box to even remotely represent what a proper game should 

be like in terms of suggested fleet point values.  The core set doesn’t even include enough components to fill a 

suggested fleet size.  At least two Core sets are required.  The Core Box doesn’t include enough dice; 

– Core set contents are not equal – Imperial players have a huge advantage until later Waves of expansions. 

 

All in all I like this game.  I’m not sure it will replace my current “go-to” game of Star Trek Attack Wing mainly due to 

the huge costs involved in supporting two games of this nature. 

I like the ideas behind this game and hopefully it won’t suffer from some of the previous issues of other similar games 

such as X-Wing and Attack Wing. 

The components are detailed and well thought out. 

The price point for me is a limiting factor and I can’t see many people investing heavily in this game as they may have 

done with X-Wing. 

This game deserves a 8 beard rating on the Hairy Gamer scale. 

 

Hairy Gamer Jase 

 

 

 


